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CORIAN ® ENDURA™ SUPPORT
Introduction
This fabrication bulletin addresses the basic support principles for
horizonal countertops manufactured with Corian® Endura™ high
performance porcelain.

Overview
The support structure is a key element in successful horizontal Corian®
Endura™ installations. The structural support should provide level, rigid
support. Corian® Endura™ is very rigid and improper support may lead
to product failure. Often the support structure is not provided by the
fabricator/installer, but it is the responsibility of the fabricator/installer to
ensure that proper structural support is provided before installing the
horizontal Corian® Endura™ surface.

A. Support Principles
There are two basic elements of support: Structural support is the primary
structure and provides a rigid, flat structure that transfers the load from
the slab, typically to the floor. With proper design structural support can
extend load support horizontally; Spacers/Substructures such as
underlayment or ladder structures are installed in-between the primary
structural support and the countertop. These are secondary structures,
not needed in all cases, that transfer load vertically to primary structure.
A.1. KEY FEATURES OF STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
Structural support bears the weight of the slab (generally transferring the
load to the floor structure) and must be structurally sound. It must be
rigid, so it does not bend under load (slab plus objects on slab). It must
be level and in-plane., ceramics need very flat support. There should be
no gaps in support. Structural support must meet the maximum span
requirements.
A.2. STRUCTURAL SUPPORT MATERIALS
The most common structural support, particularly for residential
applications are cabinets. Other structural support may be constructed
from tube steel or angle iron. Wood or plywood may be part of a
structural design, but only in a vertical orientation. Wood used in a
horizontal orientation will not provide sufficient rigidity.

Some materials may provide additional rigidity, others primarily raise the
counter to allow drawer clearance with a mitered front edge. Full
underlayment does provide some sound dampening.
A.4. SPACERS/SUBSTRUCTURE MATERIALS
Examples of materials used to construct spacers/substructures include
porcelain, granite, foam tile substrates and cement backer board. These
may be rigidly bonded to the porcelain slab to provide more rigidity,
particularly to reinforce cutouts.
Moisture resistant/marine grades only of plywood and MDF may also be
used with proper consideration of the additional expansion/ contraction
of wood-based products to build up height over the cabinet (e.g. allow
mitered front edge to clear a drawer). Ladder structures should be used
versus full underlayment for moisture resistant/marine grade plywood
and MDF. 100% silicone should be used to bond these wood spacers to
the slab. Untreated wood substrates should not be used as they expand/
contract more with temperature and humidity changes.

B. Maximum Spans
Maximum spans for 12- and 20-mm Corian® Endura are provided in
Table B 1. If cabinets exceed these spans, additional support should be
added. The additional support must be sufficiently rigid, i.e. metal or
vertical wood/plywood to provide proper support.
TABLE B 1: MAXIMUM SPANS
Required support
Maximum support distances

12 mm (½")

20 mm (¾")

≤ 61 cm
≤ (24")

≤ 91 mm
≤ (36")

Maximum load 130 kg (286 lb.)
Figure B-1: Structure Support Spans

A.3. KEY FEATURES OF SPACERS/SUBSTRUCTURE
Spacers/Substructures are secondary structures such as underlayment or
ladder structures are installed in-between the primary structural support
and the countertop. They are insufficient in themselves to provide
sufficient support for the ceramic slab.
Any corrections to flatness of the primary support must be done between the
support structure and the spacer. Never shim in direct contact with the slab.
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If the top has one or more cutouts, they must have additional support
installed within 2" (50 mm) of the cutout.
Three-sided support, which is commonly for a dishwasher where a support
can be added at the back wall, has a maximum span of 60 cm (2 feet) for
both thicknesses.

Figure D-1: Overhang All Edges

A
A

Two-sided support is treated as double the guidance given for an overhang.
When possible, adding support attached to cabinets on either side is
preferable to two or three sided support.
Figure B 2: Top with Cutout

50 mm (2")

Figure D-2: Overhand with Cutout within 150 mm (6") of Perimeter Support

A

Cutout within 150 mm (6”)
of perimeter support

A

C. Seam Support
Seams are ideally located over an existing structural support structure
such as a cabinet wall. Seams at other locations should have additional
structural support added.

D. Overhangs
Permissible dimensions for unsupported overhangs are provided in
Table D 1. This is applicable for overhangs on one to four sides. The
overhang should run the entire length of the side it is on. Do not truncate
the overhang with an inside corner.
The permissible dimension is halved when there is a cutout within 15-60 cm
(6-24") of the perimeter support. Do not put a cutout within 15 cm (6")
of an overhang.
TABLE D-1: UNSUPPORTED OVERHANG DIMENSIONS
Thickness

12 mm (½")

20 mm (¾")

Top with unsupported overhang

A < 6"
A < 15 cm

A < 12"
A < 30 cm

Top with cutout within 15-60 cm
(6-24") of perimeter support and
unsupported overhang

A < 3"
A < 7.5 cm

A < 3"
A < 15 cm

E. Large Sink Support
Large sinks require a cradle or support bars to transfer the weight of the
sink and contents (water, dishes, etc.) to the cabinet structure.
Figure E-1: Large Sink Support
Sink

Support Bar

Structure

Larger overhangs may be created with added support such as corbels.

F. Appliance Support

TABLE D-2: SUPPORTED OVERHANG
Thickness
Top with support (corbel) spacing X

12 mm (½")

20 mm (¾")

A ≤ 30 cm (12")
X ≤ 60 cm (24")

A ≤ 45 cm (18")
X ≤ 90 cm (36")

Values for 12 mm are with mesh intact.

Appliances should not be supported by the countertop. They should be
independently supported with the support tied into the cabinet structure.

G. Heavy Equipment
Heavy equipment requires dedicated support directly underneath the
equipment so the load is transferred directly down to the support structure.
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PLEASE VISIT OUR WEB SITE: WWW.CORIANENDURA.COM OR CONTACT YOUR CORIAN® REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT CORIAN® ENDURA™.
This information is based on technical data that DuPont Specialty Products USA, LLC and its affiliates (“DuPont”) believe to be reliable, and is intended for use by persons having technical skill and at their own discretion and
risk. DuPont cannot and does not warrant that this information is absolutely current or accurate, although every effort is made to ensure that it is kept as current and accurate as possible. Because conditions of use are outside
DuPont’s control, DuPont makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information, or any part thereof, including any warranties of title, non-infringement of copyright or patent rights of others,
merchantability, or fitness or suitability for any purpose and assumes no liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information. This information should not be relied upon to create specifications,
designs, or installation guidelines. The persons responsible for the use and handling of the product are responsible for ensuring the design, fabrication, or installation methods and process present no health or safety hazards. Do not
attempt to perform specification, design, fabrication, or installation work without proper training or without the proper personal protection equipment. Nothing herein is to be taken as a license to operate under or a recommendation
to infringe any patents. DuPont shall have no liability for the use of or results obtained from such information, whether or not based on DuPont’s negligence. DuPont shall not be liable for (i) any damages, including claims relating
to the specification, design, fabrication, installation, or combination of this product with any other product(s), and (ii) special, direct, indirect or consequential damages. DuPont reserves the right to make changes to this information
and to this disclaimer. DuPont encourages you to review this information and this disclaimer periodically for any updates or changes. Your continued access or use of this information shall be deemed your acceptance of this disclaimer
and any changes and the reasonableness of these standards for notice of changes.

Corian®, the Corian® logo system, Endura™, and all trademarks and service marks denoted with ™,
© 2020 DuPont.
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